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This exceptional winery had its birth on an Air France
international flight from Paris to Los Angeles in 2010.

A Frenchman, Aurelien Roulin, and an American, Ellie
Anest, met and discovered a mutual passion for wine and
a desire for creating extraordinary experiences for others.
A friendship was quickly formed that morphed into the
creation of Eleven Eleven Winery, our Diamond Wine
Club selection for this period.
To start with, the numbers eleven eleven on a
digital clock are usually referred to as the ‘make-awish’ minute. In the case of Eleven Eleven Winery,
the numbers are meant to signify the time when all
moments and elements come together, when the
viewer takes stock of everything happening and
enjoys the people they are with at that time.
According to co-founder Ellie Anest, the
winery’s impressive label is meant to be, “a
representation of time. It is always eleven
eleven somewhere and that means something
special to someone. It is all very personal.”
Aurelien Roulin’s interest in wine traces
back to his family who has been in the
business for many years. Ellie Anest’s father
was a Nebraska farmer of Greek origin and
both families tightly embraced the food and
culture of their respective backgrounds.
Wine was an integral part of their family
lives and each family meal included wine
and good friendship from everyone.

At one point, a supporter was brought in
as an investor. Carol Vassiliadis was a friend
(she attended San Diego State as did Ellie
Anest) as well as a noted philanthropist
who solidified the new winery project.
Together, the three combined their business
expertise and the Eleven Eleven Winery
became a reality.
Several real estate projects were brought
together including a remarkable property

called Laki’s Vineyard House in Napa Valley. The house
became the cornerstone and eventually the winery site for
the new endeavor. A custom crush facility was added to
provide cash flow for the new winery entity that now
boasts more than twenty clients who utilize the resource.
At present, four vineyard properties are owned by the
entity and additional grapes are sourced from topmost
quality vineyards (including Dutton Ranch and Bacigalupi
Vineyard, both from the Russian River Valley AVA).
The Oak Knoll AVA where Eleven Eleven Winery is
located is among Napa Valley’s premier appellations
and the source of the winery’s estate releases.
Highly regarded Napa Valley winemaker Kirk
Venge (a University of California Davis enology
graduate from the celebrated Napa Valley winemaking
family) became the new entity’s winemaker. Coowner Aurelien Roulin had an ongoing relationship
with Venge who jumped at the chance to be the
new winery’s first winemaker.
“I had met Kirk in 2006 and had great
respect for his accomplishments,” recalled
Roulin. “When I met him at another time
and told him about Eleven Eleven, he
insisted on becoming our winemaker. It was
just another example of what we call
serendipitous significance in our winery’s
development.”

The first release of around 830 cases of
Eleven Eleven Winery came in 2014.
Needless to say, Eleven Eleven Winery was
an instant success with a high number of
scores and awards given to its incredible
offerings since inception.
“We understood what a competitive
market the wine industry was,” added Ellie
Anest. “We knew that we were both hard
workers and shared a clear vision of what
we wanted to accomplish. We fit well
together and our winery’s success is our
passion personified.”
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Eleven Eleven is still a boutique operation with a production of around 3,000
cases. “We intend to grow at a slow rate,” informed Aurelien Roulin. “It is our hope
to grow to the 5,000 case-level, but we have set no timetable for that to happen.”

Partners Ellie Anest,
Carol Vassiliadis &
Aurelien Roulin

Eleven Eleven Winery is a glorious example of what is possible through vision
and friendship. That three individuals from varying backgrounds could join together
to produce wines at the most celebrated levels in the motivated atmosphere that is
Napa Valley is another thing all together. To say that the three co-owners are having
a ball might be an understatement.

“We all have great respect for each other,” concluded Roulin. “We all saw the
opportunity the winery presented and decided to go for it. It hasn’t been all that easy
and we still have a way to go, but all the signs are encouraging.”
It is our pleasure to present this wonderful winery to our Diamond Wine Club
members. We are sure you will continue to read about Eleven Eleven and enjoy its
wines for a long, long time to come.

Eleven Eleven 2018 XI Cabernet Sauvignon, Oak Knoll, Napa Valley
94 POINTS — Antonio Galloni, Vinous

“The 2018 Cabernet Sauvignon Estate will thrill readers who enjoy opulent Napa Valley wines. Inky dark fruit, dark
chocolate, menthol, licorice and spice blast out of the glass. Unctuous and spectacularly rich, the 2018 is a gorgeous
wine in its style. Plush, silky tannins round out the luxurious finish.”

Winemaker Kirk Venge’s Notes

“I haven’t been this excited about unveiling a new wine in years. Finally, the secret is out! A true five varietal
Estate Bordeaux Blend. Having the viticulture at your fingers to guide each of these plantings with just the
right inputs and be blessed with a nearly perfect vintage like 2018 was a combination for success. I love the dark
fruit and young tightly laced tannin feel. As young as these plantings are, I predict outstanding things in
future years stemming from this, the XI inaugural release!”
INSTANT Membership Rewards Pricing*

Save 15% to 20% off Winery Retail Price

Winery Retail Price
$85.00/btl.

2+
btls.

2-Bottle Members: $72.00

4-Bottle Members: $72.00

6+
btls.

12+
btls.

$70.33

$69.50

$69.50

*Effective per bottle prices after Membership Rewards discount is applied at checkout.
Shipping and tax (if applicable) not included in above prices. Membership Rewards does not apply to Sale or Special-Offer Wines.

Add a Plus! Bottle to your next wine delivery
$69-$99/delivery

The Plus! Program automatically adds on one special wine to
each regularly scheduled wine delivery, or as often as you like!
Plus! wines are all highly-rated, very small production wines
with availability too limited for all regular club members to
receive. For more information, visit:
www.GoldMedalWineClub.com/plus

1-800-266-8888

$68.25

This month’s Diamond Plus!
Featured Wine:

Jean Edwards 2016 Cabernet
Sauvignon, Rutherford,
Napa Valley

94+ Points - Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate

126 Cases Produced
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